Anti-Semitism
Introduction
Anti-Semitism is a big topic today. As a result of accusations of being Anti-Semitic, Jeremy
Corbyn is being slowly destroyed and his leadership of the Labour Party wrecked. You can
see him visibly ageing over the last few weeks.
Being accused of Anti-Semitism can get you put in jail in Germany1 but elsewhere it can
result in losing your job, losing your reputation and being reviled in the media.
But what exactly is Anti-Semitism and what does allegations of it, and penalties for it, do to
free speech?
The Oxford dictionary’s definition of Anti-Semitism is: ‘hostility to or prejudice against Jews’.
But this poses various questions such as: what defines a Jew? What right has a government
to select one people group (not a race) for special treatment above everyone else? Why
does this not apply to the majority of Semitic people (Arabs)?
I will evaluate a number of issues concerning this subject.

Potted history
Anti-Semitism was a term coined by Wilhelm Marr in 1879 to identify anti-Jewish
campaigns in Europe and this was first recorded in the English language in 1882. Even
dictionaries and encyclopaedias2 recognise that the term is inappropriate, since it logically
includes Arabs, but the term is restricted to Jews alone.
Anti-Semitism has existed since ancient times wherever Jews relocated to other countries.
Jews were discriminated against in Hellenic Greece and thrown out of Rome by Emperor
Claudius. Muslim nations see Jews as their enemies after the example of violence against
them by Muhammad, who beheaded 70 Jewish elders in one day in a public ceremony in
front of his 9-year old wife. The Qur’an calls for their extermination.
Historic Anti-Semitism is stated, by Jews, to be baseless discrimination and prejudice but
(outside of Muslim persecution) it was usually due to Jewish crimes and social isolation.
Jews segregated themselves from local communities which created suspicions. However, it
was often their usury, perjury, anti-Christian beliefs and even sedition that led to actions
against them. This is why Jews were cast out of multiple European countries throughout
history, such as England (1290),3 France (1306), Portugal (1496) and Spain (1492). In
modern times Jews continued to be expelled, such as from Russia in the 19 th century and
Germany (1930s).4
However, there were occasions when Jews were cruelly attacked, with whole Jewish
populations of towns being massacred. This happened in certain German cities for
example.
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Recently an esteemed historian in her 80s was jailed for questioning the Holocaust in an academic fashion.
Britannica.
3 Expelled by King Edward I.
4 This was after Jews declared war on Germany, assassinated a diplomat and instituted a global boycott.
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Whenever the truth about the Talmud became clear, which teaches foul crimes5 and
blasphemes Jesus, Jews became targets of social denigration. Martin Luther originally
favoured the Jews and urged rulers not to be violent towards them. But after he read the
Talmud he wrote vehemently against them and urged their removal from German states
for the public good.
Unusually, Oliver Cromwell viewed Jews with leniency and welcomed them back during
his Protectorate after nearly 400 years absence in the mid 1650s. This may have had
something to do with borrowing money from Jewish bankers to pay for his army during
the Civil War; however a rabbi Menasseh ben Israel made a powerful case for resettlement.
The English Reformation after 1530 had already initiated social changes that benefited
Jews, such as anti-Catholic policies, and the rise of Millennialism brought Jews to favour.
Jews were also generally tolerated in Italy.
In recent years Jews have been protected in western nations, especially after their
sufferings in WWII. Germany treats Anti-Semitism with vigorous sanctions (jail) while
America has seen Jews rise to power in every area of social life, despite being only about
2% of the population. Jews are also very prominent in British life and power structures.
In June 2018 America tabled a bill called ‘The Anti-Semitism Awareness Act of 2018’ (S.
2940/HR 5924). The broad definition of Anti-Semitism within it meant that criticism of
Israel was a crime and this actually contradicts the US Constitution. Federal law already
prohibits Anti-Semitic discrimination and harassment but the powerful Jewish lobby in
Congress wants more. This bill was previously introduced in 2016 and passed in the Senate
without a hearing or debate, but then thrown out by the House of Representatives. This is
the second attempt.
This shows the way that powerful Jews are pushing national agendas. They want Israel to
be above criticism and politically impervious. Claims of suffering Anti-Semitism are a
means of doing this. California is currently considering making it illegal to criticise Israel
in colleges for example.
Thus Jews have gone from being expelled and attacked in multiple nations since the Iron
Age to being in positions of great power in the west. Jews in the west have never been in
such a privileged and powerful position. Are Anti-Semitic claims justified?

What is a Jew?
Jews are not a race
Firstly, it is important to state that Jews are not a specific ethnic group or race; Jews are
identified as those following a variant of Judaism. 6 It is a religious terminology, not racial
or ethnic.
In fact, racial characteristics are subjected under Jewish identity, as with: Ethiopian Jews,
Yemeni Jews, Syrian Druze, Russian Jews, Spanish Jews, European Jews, American Jews
etc.
So you cannot be a racist if you criticise Jews. The term is not applicable.
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It advocates paedophilia and incest. It authorises killing Gentiles. It supports lying to authorities,
defrauding and stealing from Gentiles, it is misogynistic etc.
6 Zionist Jews, Secular Jews, Orthodox Jews, Torah Jews, Karaite Jews, Sabbatean Jews, Kabbalistic Jews
etc. Some of these vehemently oppose each other.
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Most Jews are not Semites
Then there is the fact that the majority of Jews today are not Semites at all. The majority
[up to 95%] are called Ashkenazi Jews and they stem from a Turkic-Mongol people in the
area around modern Belarus/Ukraine who converted to Judaism in the 800s AD. This has
long been understood, even by rabbis in the 19th century and modern Jewish historians,
but recent genetic DNA analysis has proved it conclusively. [See my papers explaining this
history.]7
The majority people and the ruling authorities in Israel are Ashkenazi. Therefore, you
cannot be Anti-Semitic or racist if you criticise Ashkenazi Jews or Israel; it isn’t possible.

What about Jews criticising other Jews?
Jewish groups are Anti-Semitic against other Jewish groups
Jews are combative people and they routinely attack each other. The minority Jewish
group is called Sephardim Jews and these are persecuted by Ashkenazi Jews within Israel.
In reality this is a case of Anti-Semitism performed by ‘Jews’. Sephardim are Semitic
(though not Israelites) being Idumaean (Edomites).
This is a serious case of so-called Jews castigating and harassing a Jewish minority even to
the point of persecution; yet no one says a thing about this. Despite this being real
persecution, real hate crimes committed by Jews every day, no one in the media cares; but
Jeremy Corbyn is fair bait!
Multiple groups of Jews criticise other Jews to the point of protest marches and
demonstrations. Torah Jews hate Zionist Jews. Secular Jews (many of young Jews) also
criticise Zionism which they recognise as causing wars and violence. Zionist Jews condemn
Orthodox Jews.
Are these cases of Anti-Semitism? If not, why not? Why are Jews not accused of AntiSemitism?

Why are Arabs not included?
Arabs are a Semitic people having descended from Abraham’s son Ishmael. In fact, Arabs
have a more direct tie to Abraham than Ashkenazi Jews who are not even Semitic, let alone
Israelite.
The fact that Jews (Ashkenazi Jews at that, which is what almost all Zionists are) have
cornered the market on Anti-Semitism is ironic since Zionists hate Arabs and have waged
war with them, or persecuted them since 1948 on and off, but they are not Semitic at all,
but Arabs are. This is a classic case of deception which is frequently used by Jews: their
secret service (Mossad) motto is ‘by deception conquer’ and their sacred text (Talmud)
teaches them to deceive Gentiles, who are less than human and worthy of bad treatment.
If a British Arab castigates a British Ashkenazi Jew he could be accused of Anti-Semitism
and suffer grave consequences; yet the Arab is the Semite and that Jew is not. The whole
policy is insane.
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Jews and Palestinians
Jews are Anti-Semitic against Palestinian Arabs
Jews hate Palestinians. Actually, I will qualify that; Zionist Jews and Ashkenazi Jews in
power in Israel hate Palestinian Arabs. Many secular young Jews are starting to form
protest groups to protect the rights of Palestinians.
Now the ruling parties in Israel are Ashkenazi, that is Turkic-Mongol people by ethnicity
and not Semites. When these persecute Palestinians they are persecuting real Semites.
Thus Israel commits Anti-Semitism every day.
What western Christians need to realise, when they support Israel committing war crimes
and atrocities against Palestinian people, is that many Semitic Palestinians are actually
Christian by heritage. They come from a line of Christian inhabitants of Palestine going
back to the time of Christ. Though they form a minority against the Muslim majority, they
are still present.
Thus we have the irony of western Christians supporting the Turkic-Mongol ruling powers
in Israel killing Palestinian Christians; including children and babies without remorse.
This is the worst kind of Anti-Semitism and it is committed by ‘Jews’. Why does the media
not get agitated about that more often, yet Corbyn fills the front pages day after day?

Jews and Syrians
Israel hates Syria and wages military strikes against it continually; 200 in the past 18
months. This is why Zionist-dominated America has illegally invaded Syria setting up
multiple military bases, such as around Idlib, to facilitate Israeli attempts to annex parts of
Syria for the ‘Greater Israel’ plan. Both Israel and the US (plus NATO) support and fund
the terrorists that have been waging war in Syria (ISIS, Al-Qaeda, Al Nusra, Al Zinki etc.).
At this point in time the US has threatened massive airstrikes against Syria if it threatens
the al-Qaeda terrorists in Idlib and is willing to precipitate war with Russia that has equally
threatened to support Syria. The US is willing to risk world war in order to further the
illegal foreign policy plans of Israel.
There are two things to bear in mind here. The first is that Ashkenazi Israel (non-Semitic)
wars against Syria, which is Semitic. Aram was a son of Shem (Gen 10:22) and thus
Aramaeans (Syrians) are Semites. So Israel is Anti-Semitic in attacking Syria. Secondly,
there is a large proportion of Christians in Syria who have been protected by Assad along
with other minorities. Israel, directly through airstrikes and indirectly through supporting
terrorists, is responsible for the deaths of many Christians.
Western churches need to wake up.

Why Jews?
Jews get preferential treatment – this is discrimination
We have to ask why Jews are singled out for this special treatment.
In a liberal society where everyone is treated equally there should be no special treatment
of any single minority. The very principle of penalties for Anti-Semitism is contrary to
liberty. It is favouritism.
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Britain has laws against discrimination, such as discrimination against women or Gay
people, yet its policies on Anti-Semitism are discriminatory. Britain (and Europe)
discriminates in favour of less than 300,000 people in the UK (less than 1% of the
population), giving them priority above everyone else.
We treat our military veterans like dogs. We ignore the plight of 4 million children in
poverty and starving. We ignore the millions that are suffering mental health problems
who can get no medical service due to government cuts (mostly young people). We ignore
the thousands of children that commit suicide every year. But a religious group of 300k
people gets special treatment above everyone else; you cannot criticise this group without
penalty and castigation. This contradicts Common Law, Magna Carta and the Bill of
Rights. We are also willing to spend millions on airstrikes against Syria, which is no threat
to us, as well as resourcing the terrorists that kill Christians in Syria. This is contrary to our
Constitution but it supports Zionism.
Free speech
Accusations of Anti-Semitism are an attack on free speech. You are not permitted to say
anything considered as Anti-Semitic, even if you are just reporting plain facts. Ken
Livingstone stated some facts about Jews in 1930s Germany, facts that were widely
reported as fact in Jewish books and journals, yet he was vehemently castigated for AntiSemitism and expelled from the Labour Party. These are the tactics of a totalitarian
government.
Christians are assailed every single day and their Lord is blasphemed every day in all forms
of media. Yet no church is crusading for the arrest of such people for hate crimes.
Christians just tolerate the offence. Yet say something offensive to Jews and you can be
arrested and jailed if it is considered a hate crime.
Jews get more social and legal support than Christians, yet Christians formed our nation,
our laws and social structures, and form the majority of the population, yet 300,000
people who have lived here in tiny numbers for 350 years get priority.
Holocaustianity
Now some will say that the reason for sensitivity about offending Jews is the Holocaust. In
fact that is the reason usually given for stealing the land of Palestine and giving it to people
who only ever ruled over the Unified Kingdom of Israel for less than 300 years, 3,000
years ago. Even the Crusaders ruled over Jerusalem for nearly a 100 years. The land has
been owned by Assyrians, Babylonians, Persians, Romans, Greeks and various Muslim
clans; Muslims ruled over it for nearly 1400 years. Jews have no special right to this land.8
But that is a digression.
Is the Holocaust a good reason for having laws about Anti-Semitism?
Laying aside the counter claims about the Holocaust (that 6 million Jews did not die in
concentration camps by gas etc.) we must say that all nations in Europe suffered a
holocaust, some much worse than Jews.
Official figures state that 6 million Germans died but the figure is far higher; some
estimate as many as 25 million Germans were either killed, raped, forced to flee their
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The promises of God to Abraham are centred in fulfilment in Christ, not Jews (though OT Jews are not the
same as modern Jews anyway; they were Israelites, modern Jews are not). In any case, Abraham was to be
the father of many nations not just Jews; that’s what his name means. Jews failed God in being missionaries
to other nations and instead were full of pride, idolatry and rebellion and thus were rejected by God (Matt
21:43) and Jesus prophesied that they would be crushed to powder and left desolate (without issue). Modern
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homes forever, or were wounded.9 Getting on for half a million were horrifically killed by
Allied bombers in Dresden in a few days alone (many simply melted into floors and roads).
Over 6 million Poles were killed. Over 25 million Soviets were killed. There were even over
a million Yugoslavs killed.
Why are Jews given special treatment? Why are Jews given precedence over Poles for
example, or Russians, on the basis of suffering? Why are there no Anti-Russo or Anti-Pole
offences?
The answer, of course, is that Jews make up a high proportion of the global elite that really
rules the world. The bankers, corporatists, rulers of the media / Hollywood, senior
politicians and lobbyists contain very many Jews in positions of power. For example,
nearly all the US Press is owned by Jews. Hollywood is owned by Jews almost entirely. The
media organisations are mostly owned by Jews. The heads of banking and financial
corporations are Jews and the owners are Jews. It goes on and on.
It serves the purpose of the ruling elite to have special protections for Jews, even though
they comprise about 2% or less of western populations. There is no other reason.

What should be done?
The chief principle of a civilised nation is civil liberty within the bounds of Common Law.
Thus freedom of speech must be safeguarded above many other matters. One should be
able to say what one believes even if it is offensive to some. As long as the speech does not
deliberately incite people to break the law, it should be accepted and not stifled.
Thus criticism of Israel for its crimes against Palestinians is fair game (which is what
Corbyn has done); no Jew should be offended by stating facts about war crimes. If they are
offended, then that is not a matter for lawmakers or even civil law.
Everybody should be treated equally and with respect; no favouritism should be shown to
anyone, whether they are female, transgender, Gay or Jews. All should have the same
standing.

Conclusion
The root cause of all this is not offence caused to Jews; in fact many ordinary Jews are tired
of charges of Anti-Semitism by Zionists; they want to be left in peace. Zionist witchhunting does ordinary decent Jews no good at all. Ordinary Jews get on well in society and
are fully integrated; the problem is Zionists and Kabbalist Jews in positions of great power.
The root cause is yet another global elite tactic to spread dissension and create civil
disruption. They also want to get rid of Corbyn and fear a Labour leader that has not yet
been corrupted by blackmail or perversion and therefore cannot be controlled. Discussion
of policies regarding raising taxes for the rich corporatists and bankers will not be tolerated
by the elite, which is what Labour have been doing.
Of course there is no hard evidence (why would there be any incriminating evidence
identifying a secret service?) but this smells very much like a Mossad operation. Most
people are unaware how far Mossad controls British and American politics and even the
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military. MI5/6 are closely interrelated with Mossad. Senior military officers in the past
have stated, on retirement, that they were actually working for Mossad when they followed
orders from the MOD / MI6 / the PM and the CIA / US President. 10 Many false flags are
actually jointly controlled by the CIA/MI6 and Mossad. Currently, America and NATO are
acting on behalf of Israel in their wars, coups and regime change operations (e.g. Iraq,
Syria, Yemen, Somalia, Libya, threats to Iran etc.). These incursions make no sense
otherwise; these nations are no threat to Americans or Britons. MI6 is also behind the false
flag chemical attacks in Syria that precipitate military attacks against Assad and also
controls the White Helmets who are actually camouflaged terrorists. Another of these
chemical attacks is around the corner according to US Senator Richard Black and the
Russian Foreign Ministry (they were also correct in predicting earlier attacks). This is the
Zionist tail wagging the American dog.
Senior Israeli politicians have openly stated that Mossad uses the charge of Anti-Semitism
as a ‘trick’ to divert public attention and put a stop to someone in their way.11
Anti-Semitic policies and sanctions are not a weapon of toleration; they are a weapon of
despotism.
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former ADC to Gen. Al Haig under Reagan said this along with another UK officer (names withheld).
Shulamit Aloni, former Israeli Cabinet Minister.

